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ABSTRACT 
The relations between different forms of Lipschitz constants [br linear systelns 
under right-hand-side perturbations are studied. In particular, Wu Lfs (1993) sharp 
Lipschitz constant is shown to be equal to a quanti~ used by S. M. Robinson (1973) in 
the proof of Hoffman's lemma. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system 
Ar <~ b, Cx = d, (1) 
where A and C are given matrices of dimensions m x n and k × n, 
respectively, and (b,d) is a parameter veetor varying over [R"' × Nk. 
Hoffman [4] has shown that the solution-set mapping (b, d) ~ M(b, d) of (1) 
is Lipschitzian on its effective domain dora M := {(b, d) I M(b, d) ¢ Q~}, 
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i.e., there exists a constant p = p~t~(A, C) > 0 such that 
h~(M(b, d), M(b', d')) <. o a), (b', d') ~ dom M, (2) 
where I1" lid and I1" 118 are any two norms in R m+k and R", respectively, and 
h e denotes the Hausdorff distance induced by I1" II ~. 
Estimations of the Lipschitz constant p for arbitrary or special pairs of 
norms were given, e.g., by Hoffman [4], Robinson [14], Mangasarian [12], 
Mangasarian and Shiau [13], Cook, Gerards, Schrijver, and Tardos [2], 
Bergthaller and Singer [1], Li [9, 10], and Luo and Tseng [11]; see also the 
authors' studies in [5-7, 16, 8]. In a recent paper, Li [9] has proved that a 
modified form of the Mangasarian-Shiau [12, 13] condition number for the 
system (1) is a sharp Lipschitz modulus for the multifunction M,  and he 
relates this estimation to those given in [12, 2, 13, 1]. For the special case in 
which C is vacuous in (1) and I1" II ~ is the supremum norm, comparisons of 
various Lipschitz constants appearing in [4, 14, 12, 5, 2, 13, 1] may be also 
gathered from [13, 7, 16, 1]. 
Until now, for arbitrary norms I1" I1~ and I1" 118, no relation has been 
known between the Mangasarian-Shiau-Li constant and the estimate of p 
introduced by Robinson in his 1973 paper [14]. Our note will fill this gap. We 
shall show that Li's and Robinson's numbers are the same, and, moreover, 
that this constant coincides with a quantity considered previously by the 
authors [16, 8]. 
A brief word about basic notation. Elements of Ns are usually considered 
to be column vectors, and yr  is the transpose of y ~ Ns. Similarly, B r is the 
transpose of a matrix B. By rank B we denote the rank of B. For some finite 
index set I, card I is the number of elements in I, and B I denotes the 
submatrix of B built by the row vectors B~', i ~ l,  of B. For y ~ N~, y+ is 
the vector with components max{y/,0}, i = 1 . . . . .  s, and Yl denotes the 
subvector of y with components Yi, i ~ I. Put [s] := {1 . . . . .  s}. If I1"11~ is 
any norm in N*, then I1" I1~* symbolizes its dual norm. Further, we denote by 
E (by O, e i, e, 0) the unit matrix (the zero matrix, ith unit vector in Ns, 
vector of ones, zero vector)--all of them independent of their dimensions. 
2. RESULTS 
Throughout we shall assume that ( a I is a nonzero matrix, and either C is 
of full row rank k or C is vacuous (put = 0), For the case that the rows of 
C are linearly dependent, we refer to the remark concluding this section. As a 
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starting point of our studies we recall Li's [9] definition of a Lipschitz 
constant: 
a.,~( A, C) := sup 
~. O/, ~ 
IIAru + C%11~* = 1, u ~ 0; the rows o f ]  
A corresponding to nonzero components of 
u together with the rows of C are linearly ' 
independent 
It is easy to see that A~I3(A, C) is a finite (positive) real number; el., e.g., the 
arguments in [13, Theorem 2.2]. The Lipschitz property of this quanti~' is 
given by 
TrIEOREM 1 [9, Theorems 2.4, 3.4]. Let ]l" t]~ and I1"11~ be two arbi- 
trary norms in ~,,,+k and ~", respectively. Then the number A~( A, C) is a 
.sharp Lipsehitz constant for the multifunction M with respect o (11" It ~, I1" II ~ ), 
i.e., (2) is satisfied with p := A~( A, C), and there exist (b, d), (b', d') 
dora M such that 
h~( M(b ,d) ,  M(b ' ,d ' ) )  > a~¢( A, C) > O. 
As mentioned in Section 1, A~t~( A, C) is a modified form of Mangasarian's 
[12] condition number for (1), which can be written (el. [13]) by 
/x~,~(A,C) := sup{ u 4" 
IlAru + crvllt~, = 1, u >~ 0; the rows of / 
( ; )  corresponding to nonzero compo- / .  
nents of ( : )a re  linearly independent J 
The latter constant was originally [12, 13] studied only for the special case 
that I1" 118 is the supremum norm [l'll~. Note that tx~¢(A,C) is a finite 
(positive) real number, again by [13, Theorem 2.2]. It is easy to see that 
A~(A,C)  = t%~(A,C) if C is vacuous, and A~¢(A,C) 4 Ix~¢(A,C), in 
general. Li [9, Proposition 4.1] gives an example of a family of matrices A, C, 
showing that the ratio of /x~(A, C) to A~¢(A, C) may be arbitrarily large. 
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Obviously, any Lipschitz constant p~o for M with respect o (11" I1., 11"118) 
also satisfies the original version of Hoffman's lemma [4], namely 
(Ax-b)+ Vx E", dist~(x,M(b,d)) <~O~ (Cx-d)  V(b, d) ~ dora M. 
(3) 
A quantity P~8 which fulfills (3) will be called a Hoffntan constant for the 
system (1) with respect o (11" I1~, I1' 118), Mangasarian and Shiau [13, p. 588] 
noted that for a fixed pair of norms (11" I1~, I1" IIm), each Hoffman constant for 
(1) is a Lipschitz constant for the solution mapping M, provided that I1" II ~ is 
a monotonic norm. 
The following constant was defined by Robinson [14, (6)] in the error 
analysis of the linear system (1): 
]c[m] p 
where for j c [m], 
R ~'~ X I~ k 
Aru + c ry  = P ' I  
(4) 
ui =O,u>~O f 
and 
es*,] := {P ~ ~" :llpll~, ~< 1, s](p)  #~},  
By [14, Lemma], ~ra/j(A, C) is a finite real number, which is positive because 
of[AT, C r] # O. 
Modifying the Hoffman constant given by Klatte [5, 6] in the case of an 
inequality system Ax ~< b (cf. also Dontchev and Zolezzi [3, IX.34]), Thiere 
[16] introduced the quantity 
where, with r := rank [ A r, C r ], 
Sa:= ( Ic[m]:cardI=r-k, rank[A~,C T] =r}.  (5) 
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To show that v~¢(A, C) is a well-defined positive real number, we define for 
any l the set 
~ra*" I /5 
We first note that the family ~ is nonempty (recall that r >~ 1): If r = k 
then O ~ ~#'; otherwise the Steinitz theorem (cf.~ e.g., [15, 2.2.6]) yields the 
existence of some I ~ S p, since C has rank k or is vacuous. Obviously, the 
sets N~. 1 are nonempty and compact. Moreover, for each I ~,~, the linear 
independence of the set {Ai(i ~ 1);Cj( j ~ [k])} of column vectors of 
[ A], C r ] implies 
(~.) ~ N~,t ~ Aru + Cry = A'~;ul + cry  4= O, 
and so [[Aru +Crv][}* 1 exists for each element of N(,. 1" Hence, since ~ is 
finite and the maximum of (u ,v )~ I[e'ru + Crvll~& is attained on the 
compactum N, .  I(VI ¢ ~5"0, v,/3( A, C) is a finite positive real number. 
It is known (el. [14, Theorem 2]) that %:~(A, C) is a Hoffman constant tbr 
(1) ~4th respect o ([[-11,, ][" [[,~); the same holds fi)r v,,,,(A, C) (el. [16, Satz 
2.1.111 or [8, Theorem 2.2]). The following theorem ~elds an extension of 
these results: A~¢(A, C), ~/¢(A, C), and %re(A, C) are shown to be identi- 
cal; hence, by Theorem 1, each of these constants is a sharp Lipschitz 
modulus fbr the solution set mapping M of the system (1), and that for 
any pair of norms ([]-[I., I1" I1~), ,Mthout assuming monotonici~ or other 
specifications. 
TtlEOttEM 2. Let I[" [1~ and 11" II~ be two arbitrar~j nor,~ in N,,,+k and 
[~", respec¢ively. Then 
ao~(a ,c )  = ,,,,e( a, c)  = o;e( A,C).  
Proof. As observed above, the quantities 
a := a .e (a ,c ) .  ~:= ~. , ( .a .c ) ,  0 := ~. , (a ,c )  
are finite positive real numbers. Obviously, A may be represented by 
 =m sup{ :o (7, 
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where 9 is given by (51, and L, is the set 
L, := : IIATu + CTvllp* = 1, uI 2 0, u,~,\~ = 0 . 
For each I ~9, the set L, is nonempty and compact, by definition of 9’. 
Hence, the inner supremum in (7) is attained, and we can instead write 
maximum. Further, put N1 := N,,, , according to (6). 
In order to show 
A> u, (8) 
let I E 9 and ii, 6 be such that 
i 1 z E iVI and v = I(ATii + CTGlljf. 
Therefore, 
(;) := $) EL,. 
By (7) and 
this implies the estimation 
which yields (8). 
In order to derive 
u> h, 
choose I E 9 and u’, v” such that 
(9) 
A= )lAr~’ + CTvolIP* = 1, uy > 0, upml\l = 0. 
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Let j := {i ~ [m] I u~° = 0}; hence [m] \ J  c I. Setting p := AWu ° + Cry ~ 
we have 
uO )
c0 ~ Sj(p), 
where Sj(p)  is given by (4). Since I ~ ' ,  the set {Ai(i e [m] \J); C~(I E 
r C T ] is linearly independent, and thus [k])} of column vectors of [AEml\j, 
S j (p )  is single-valued, i.e., 
This implies 
s j (p )  = 
DO 
by definition of ~r = %/3(A, C). Hence, (9) is fulfilled. 
It remains to prove the inequality 
v > ~r. (10) 
Let J c [m] and p ~ ~" be such that lip]I/3* ~< 1 and S/(p) ¢= • as well as 
The linearity space of Sj (p)  , i.e., the solution set of 
Ar~ + c '7  = O, ~=0,  
reduces to {0}, since C r is of" full column rank k or is vacuous. Hence, Sj(p)  
has at least one vertex, i.e., for some J*  D j ,  the system 
ATu + Cry = p, u j ,  = 0 ,  U[ml\j. > 0 
has a unique solution t,* ; el., e.g., [15, Theorem 2.12.4]. Thus the set 
x := {a,(i [,,,1 \ j * ) ;  c , ( j  [k])} 
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is linearly independent. If card[m] \ J *  = r - k, put I := [m] \ J * ;  other- 
wise apply the Steinitz theorem [15, 2.2.6] and fill up X with elements of 
{Ai,i ~ J*} such that some linearly independent set of r columns from 
[A r, C r ] is formed. In both eases, we found some index set I ~S  '~ such that 
Hence, 
Aru * + Crv* = p, u~ >~ 0, u~,,,]\ l = 0. (12) 
3) u*l I u* 
:= v* ~, (v* )~N, ,  (13) 
> a > O. (14) 
where we have used that, by (11), 
By definition of u, 
(15) 
= IIAr~ + Cr~ll~, 
p- i ,  
hence (10) is shown. This completes the proof. 
REMARK, Finally let us discuss the case that the rows of C are linearly 
dependent. Since this case is included in Robinson [14, Lemma, Theorem 2], 
o'¢,/3(A, C) is a finite real number for any pair of norms ([l" I1,, 11"11/3), and it is 
a Hoffman constant for (1), provided that [[" 1]/3 is the Euclidean norm. As 
mentioned above, hence for any monotonic norm I['11~, tr,~2(A,C) is a 
>/ u* ~llAru, + crv,ll/3. 
D* a* 
>_ll.*l1-1 
;" II ~*11 o, 
Putting (14), (12), and (15) together and applying ]l p11/3. ~< 1, we then obtain 
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Lipschitz modulus for the solution-set mapping M. If (11" I1~, II ° I1~) is an 
arbitrao, pair of norms, there is an ob~ious way to construct a Lipschitz 
eonstant for M: With ~9 ~:-- {l c [k] I card I = rank C 1 = rank C}, the solu- 
tion set Mt(b, d) of the system 
Ax <~ b, C[kl\lX <~ d[k]\l, ClX = d I 
coincides x~4th the solution set M(b, d) of (1) for any I ~g and any 
(b, d) ~ dora M. Denote by K~¢( A, C) the number 
K~/~ ( A, C) := rain o-,~ ( A, C ), 
where o-~(A, C) is Robinson's constant (or its equivalents according to 
Theorem 2 above) for M;, I ~ J ,  with respect to (11"11~,11"11~). Then, 
ob~iously, M is Lipschitz eontinuous on dom M with modulus s~z(A, C). It 
is easy to verify that Robinson's original constant %~(A, C) for M is always 
less or equal to t%/3( A, C). A simple example shows that strict inequality may 
occur: Consider the system [x ~< b, x = d 1, 2x = d.~]; then o~_o0(1, , 2) r) = 
1/ f5  is a sharp Li'pschitz constant for its solution mapping M on the 
effective domain dora M = {(b, d 1, d~) I b /> d~, d 2 = 2dr}, but 
1 K,22(1, (1, 2) r )  = 5. 
One might wonder whether Robinson's original constant %13(A, C) is a 
Lipschitz modulus or even a sharp Lipschitz modulus for M also in the case 
of rank C < k and of arbitrary" (11" I1~, I1" I1~), but to the authors' knowledge, 
this question is still open. 
The authors would like to thank the referees fi~r several helpful hints. 
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